Archers,
As you are probably aware by now, our field is not able to be used this outdoor season. The
council are building us a splendid new pavilion and draining, flattening and re seeding the
field. The plans can be seen on the planning section of the Chorley Council website.

st
Your committee has obtained (at great expense) access to Pendle and Samlesbury
from 1
th
April to 30 September on Tuesday and Thursday nights (our usual club nights).

We have on these days exclusive access to 3 lanes (lanes 6,7 and 8). We will therefore have
to be sensible as to how we utilise these lanes. On busy nights we may need to have more
than 4 people to a boss.
We have a key to the gate and to their indoor facility. The gate key also operates the
padlock on the outdoor box (located to the left of the main door). This box will house
Chorley’s target faces and target pins.
Either Geoff Tittensor or Eddie Marsden will be the usual keyholder. Should it happen that
neither of them can be there on a particular night then another member who will be there
can control the key for that session.
There are 2 keys on the key chain. The normal looking one is for the gate and box and the
fancy one for the main door.
When arriving the gate will need to be unlocked and the chain the locked around the gate
(so that it does not go walking.
The main door is double locked. Upon entering the main door, with the key, the alarm will
make a sound. The alarm box is to the left as you enter the building. Our unique alarm
code is available from the committee, followed by the enter key (lower left on the keypad).
Car parking is either on the gravel area or on the grass all the way from the gate to the
building on the left (you will see that this is area has a plastic mesh in the grass). Please do
not park anywhere else on the grass.
ALL archers must sign the visitors’ book. There is a special one for Chorley Bowmen on the
table next to their main attendance register.
Their bosses are permanently attached to the stands and must be moved using the sack
truck provided. The bosses are attached to the wall on the right hand side. Just past the
bosses is a white double door through which the bosses can be taken outside.
Distances are marked at either end of the field and There are coloured tufts in the grass
under the boss centres.

Please do not dally after you pack up shooting since the keyholder will need to lock up.

On the shelves at the back of the room are folders that hold Risk assessment, Accident
Book, Rules of Shooting, etc. There is a first aid kit situated on the back wall and a green
portable first aid kit if it needs to be used outside. Also on the back wall is a defibrillator.
When locking up: the white doors must be securely closed. Then punch in the alarm code
and the alarm will make a sound …upon closing the main door the alarm noise will change
and then upon double locking it, the sound will change again.

Please remember we are guests at P & S and behave appropriately.

